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.. ¥oga:"H!)listic' Exercise in Ohio 
Lastyear,whilevisiting my parents for Winter Break, I had an experience that led fI}'st to 
a class paper and then to this project. I went with a friend to a yoga class at the-recreatiori center 
of a midcsize university. The class meets tWice a week and is taught by a young woman whom I 
already knew from working at the center as. a lifeguard .. In addition to her work as a yoga 
mstructor, she has taught swimming lessons and several forms of aerobics. On the day in 
. - . .. . -, . . 
question, Sheguided.fuegroup furougha series of moderately difficult postures ina dimly lit. 
room withmirror"lined walls. The background music SOunded faintly Celtic, and my fellow 
participants were an assorted group ofsmdents,faculty, and members of;fue 'community:but 
over half offuegl"oup was. female and the vast majority was white. 
Duringthe;last few;minutesofthe class, the instructor tumedoffthe music and directed' 
us to lie on our backs and begin relaxation, a process which I had experienced in other yoga 
) classes, andwhich I vaguely assoqiated with. meditation (though whetherrelaxation is meant to 
be a supplementt6 meditation or a separate practice I was not quite sure). As 1 was "sillking·into 
the mat"andsystematicaUy relax.ing each part of my body, my friend bent down and whispered 
to me "I'll see you afterwards, ldori'tdonapctime." ;lfeltthenthatsomething was missing from 
. ) the experience and that whatever elusivethinglwas seekingwhen"attending yogadassescould 
not be'found in this one, 
Yoga seems to have gamed extraordiJlary popularity in the United States. In· the;spring. of . 
2002, when I fust began the process that has culmimited in this paper, a simple search at 
Google;comfor "yoga"generated about 1,780,000 hits. Now, a Google search that takes .06 
I 
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seconds yields about 6,100,000. While that is hardly conclusive evidence of yoga's growing 
:popula...rity, it is~ slD:ail lnill(~ati0n,ufthe<proliferatiQn'@fyoga-'-rela:ted i..rrformation ~~d products 
that can be found in our society .. 
How canthiscomplex web be unraveled? Why are yoga classes "popping up"at,fitness 
centers all over the U,S. and iri many other countries? I recently stayed with a host ,family in 
Granada, Spain, and as I became more comfortable with the language, Ilearned that the Senora 
of the household attended yoga classes twice a week. I had the privilege.of accompanying her to 
one ofthese:and experienced a smaUc1assofwomentaugbtby a well-traveled man of around 30. 
The class included some is()lated stretching and attention to certain body parts .(i.e. 'Massage . - -' '" 
your feet'),afew,moderatepostures, and.an interesting ,dance routine. Naturally, it ended with 
relaxation. The main focus of this paper is· the people who participate in yoga classes in the 
United States.{specifically'Ohio),butImentionthe class that I attended in Spain to demonstrate 
. that indeed yoga has spread far and wide. 
Yoga is depicted in U.S. popular ;culture as the sacred practice of an ancient tradition, 
guaranteed:to initiate the western participant· into the secrets ofhealthandweHbeing, i.e .. :a low~ 
impactexerciseregimen. However; theyoga.thatispracticed inthe'u.S.isoftenrernoved:from 
its actual history. The physical practices arexegulatlyisolated from the hoListic ,philosophy and 
. . . 
. . come to be understood as the entirety.ofyoga and marketed.asa "spiritual".Iorm ofexe,cise, 
This paper will explore literaturerelevant to these themes and examine the reasons for yoga's 







Scholarly Literature suggests that Yoga is indeed often used as a fonnof exercise, but it 
also practiced within the context of the New Age Movement as one of the many religious' 
traditioosthe movement has appropriated. In both cOfcthesecases, yoga is especia.lly appealing to 
, . . . .' 
, women, a fact that may be explained by viewing fitoessas, a new fonn offemioine religious 
. practice and noting .the ways in which traditional religiohS,have marginalized women's 
experiences. Themasspopularity of yoga can also be understood as a symptom of, and reaction 
to, the unique conditions of life in postroodemityandthe commodity-dominated world oflate 
. . 
multinationalcapitai .. The practice of yoga can help women find meaning and control within 
postroodem U.S. society, butthis promise isprobleniatic from a cultural perspective and 
misleading ill its counter-cultural implications. 
Review of Literature 
. History of Yoga. Orientalism,and Travel to the U.S . 
. Yoga i8not a religion, It has nocreedoIfixed set of beliefs, noris thetea 
. prescribed godlike figure to be worshippe.d in a particular manuer. Religions for 
the most part seemto be bas.ed upoothebeIlefin and worship of things (God or .. 
. godlike'ngores) thatexist:outside oneself,'The core of Yoga ' s philosophy 4sthat 
everything is supplied from within the individual. Thus, there is no dependence on 
,an extemalfigurej 'either in the sense· of a person or.godfiiure, or a religious 
organization., (American Yoga Association 2002) 
Although yoga isrrepresentedas.an ancient tradition,;its development has been diffuse 
. . . 
and it did not exist in its mosf commonly practiced fOrnlsuntilthe20th century. Yoga's journey 
. .-' '. 
to the "West" has been marked by colonialism and orientalism and remnants of those ideologies. 
still exist in the current American understanding of yoga as an "Eastem" tradition. ' 
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G~ntemporary yoga fmds its source in what are known as thef'classical':traditions and 
texts offudia (2000). Accerdingto Kimberly Lau;"Philosophically; yoga refers·to the various' 
. " . 
paths .of self-unification andthe·'transformation.ofcons~ious':-necessary·to,·achieve such a 
union" (2000) . Early forms of yoga maY'haveemergedasearlyas 3000 or 2000 B.C E. inthe 
Indus civilization, or with the Vedic peoples of 1500-.1000B.C.E.,butyoga had probablybegun 
to solidify by the 500's B.C.E. around the time when the Buddha lived (2000). As Launotes, 
~'the Buddha wasbimself a yogi committed to meditation, and he sawin yogaa.way .out of the 
'riJaze of sorrowful existence'" (2000). Thus,althoughY oga is associated with Hinduism, its 
-origins predate that religion and yoga is therefore not a derivative of Hinduism. 
Yoga continued t.o evolve overthenextfew centuries, as may be seen in religious texts 
such as the Mahabharata,and ''the long and diffuse development of classical yoga cuhninate[ ed] 
iii the sec()nd or third cent\ny C.E. with Patanjali's yoga_sutras, a text that soon established the 
. . 
authoritative yoga tradition and still provides the basis for virtually all schools ofyog~" (Lau 
. . . . '. " ' 
2000). . This text conibinesphilosophy with practicaiapplication and describes eight elements of 
the journey to enlightenment (2000). "Several.distinct yogatraditions.evenfuall;developed 
fro)I1the yogacsutras" and are still based onthe·techniquesPatanjalioutlines (2000 ).Currently, 
there. are a very large number of schools of yoga, the most p.opular of which is Hathal Yoga, 
which.combines meditation and breathing with physicalpestures>andoveralilifestyleinah 
attenipt to create thehealthy.bodyneededfortransceridence tooccur{2(00). 




Hindutraditio.ns have~beeninfluentialjntheUnited States since religio.ustexts were 
translated into English byreprS!sentativeso.f,,British colonialislll (Diem & LewisJ992). ,The .. 
Britishhelpedjustify.theco.lo.nizati.orio.fIndia and criticize. the Euro.pe of the 1700sby 
co.nstructing,thecimageo.f a past "Hindugo.ldf(llage,'~, the ideaIizedantithesis,,ofEuro.pean 
problems, which the British wo.uldhelpresto.re(L992). Acco.rdingto. Diem and Lewis, "this 
[disco.vered/created] image was used repressively by the ,British rulers,ico.no.clastically by the 
Hindurefo.nners, and subversively by the Indian natio.nalists" (1992). During this process o.f 
co.lo.nialismand o.rieotalisl1l '~histo.rical India ... c[wasl Sl.JPR~aD.tedby a highly,idealized image o.f 
Asia" which co.ntinues to. be "co.nfused with curreot Hindu practices"(1992 see also. Lau 2000). , 
Edw<;U'd$aid and·Richard King critically describe o.rientalisni as.thestudyo.fthe 'East' 
by }westeruers. ; Baid' s 19;78fritique.describesthe dogmas o.fo.rientalismandilhnninatesthe 
pro.blemsthese do.gmas might po.se to. the credibility of westemscho.larship. ,One do.gma key to. 
. ,- . . 
orientalism asserts an "absolute and systematic difference between the West, which is rational, . . - -', - , . . 
developed, humane, superio.r, and the Orient, whichis .aberrant, undevelo.ped,. inferio.r" (1978). 
) Yo.ga is certainly seen.as an Eastern rather thanWesteru,traditio.nthat offers, ifnotinfetio.r, 
ancient and radically different outloo.ks.A· seco.nd do.~ ho.lds that: '-'abstractions.abo.ut .the 
) Orient. .. areal:ways preferable to. direct evidence drawn.frolll modernOriental.realities,"and a 
higher leve\ofauthenticity is attributed to. older .cYlturalartifact8withoutconcern fo.rcurrent 
cultural and'political facts (1978) .. Fo.r King,rt:his "no.stalgia,fo.r.o.rigins". includes:~thdo.catio.nof 
the "essence" o.f areligio.n~orcu1turalfo.nnincano.nicaltexts (1999). Therefo.l'e,.when westerners 
. searchfo.r a "real. yoga" .in ancient Sanskrit texts, theymay.bepracticingorientalism. Said's. ~ 
third do.gma addresses western views of the Orient as."incapable~o.f defining itself'.andin need 
5 
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of 'objective'westem interpretation:SaidalsochaIlenges the assUmption tJiatetlmicityoand' 
religion are tile beshneasures for analyzing a civiliZatlon.King adds a few features to our'· , ... 
laundry listoftheproblemsOf 6rienUilism. One'imchfeatureisthe orientalist "tendency ... 'to' 
, . 
project doinesticconcerns and tensions' ... ", ontO'1\siancultures, (1999). Thepossiblesearchfor 
inforination 'aboutU!S.society ana culturethrollgh the study of yoga could 'be seen as and ',' 
example of this.A:n:othertroubling tendency of orientalism is that of decontextualization, which . 
so~etimesmixes elements of disparate traditions into an incoherent form without providing a . 
clear contextinwhich,these eleinentsc<ll1,be understood (1999). This trend will beapplietl-to 
yoga in the discllSsioIi of pastiche and the New Age Movement. 
¥ oga was taught in the United States as early as 'the1890sby Sw.anii Vivekanda, the 
Indianrepresentative at tile World's' Parliiiinentof Relig'iol1s,'who ienlained'inthe U:S:afterfue 
ParIiamentto serve as.aHindu missionary (Lau 2000); He lectured throUghout'the country on 
- - - ' ' \ . 
primarily'phiiosophicai traditions of yoga and Hinduism and founded the Vedanta Society, . 
. whichwas supported by social elites and celebrities, especially women (2000). However, it was 
the morephysical'tradition ofHathay6ga,which gained popularity and brOUght yoga t6 
intemationalattention.' 
Hatha yogawasalso'introqu~edinto theIDternational s6enebyBKS. Iyenger; a yoga 
. . 
instructdrin 1930s? India, whe'latertaiig'ht'in'Switzerland ann'Bohdon (2000): 'Iyengehs 
responsible for thedevelopinent of a' new -systemof'Hatha yoga thatis.easier forseculat 
practitionersbecause'of·the addition 6fprops tb inake certain poseS moreactessible."BY the 
midC1970s, Iyengeryoga was widely practiced in,the West, arid todayit is probably the most 





Earlier, in theninete.enth, century, the writings of American transcendentalists brought 
Asian cultures "intovogue",.in the U.S., thus setting the stage fOr the rise of yoga (Diem&Lewis 
1992). .Thetranscendentalists began a nationaLtradition of;stereotyping the "East" as spiritual 
(or mystic), ancient, and sensual as opposed to the"West",whichwas seen as materialistic, 
modern, and rational (1992). The tradition of stereotyping/idealizing India: has continued to 
operate as Weste.rn social criticism in the 1960s counter-culture and, in the New Age Movement 
(which will be discussed in more depth later), as a social, cultural,andreligious alteniative 
(1992). In both.ofthesecases, the ideas of the particular movements were projected onto 
'classi.cal' Asian culture, thus legitimizing the movementideologies by showing that they atenot 




Thus, yoga arrived in the United States through. various sources but emerged within the 
. , context of idealized images oftbe "East"dictated by Orientalism. These images continue to 
influence the way yoga is used and .understood by people in the United States. 
. Contemporary Practice of Yoga in the United States 
That yoga has become a powerful icon in the popular culture of the United States is evident 
by even a cursory examination of U.S. consumer culture. A significantnumber ofwojIlen's 
- . -- . . . - -
magazines print articlesabo~t the benefitsofpracticing yoga, many colleges offer yoga classes, 
. and yoga-oriented products are widely available (yoga balance balls are sold at Books~a-Million 
and Wal-Mart carries 'Yoga in.a Box"). Since the 1960s, "Yoga's social status has changed with 
its movement from thecultm'al periphery ... to its place in the cultural center with its. links to hip 
7 
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'movie stars and musicians .. :; (Lau 2000) .. An example of this popularity :is ,Sting's widely 
discussed allegiance to yoga (especially with regards to his related endorsement oftantrism) . 
More.tecently, model and celebrity Christie TurlingtonpuQIisheda book, Living Yoga, aildwas 
piCtured doing a'yoga posture on the cover of Vogue magazine. 
According to statistics cited on the Yoga Research and Education Center website: 
"Current.estimates suggest there are.up to 20 million Yoga practitioners in the 
.' United States alone. In at least ninety-nine percent of caSes, their Yoga practice 
consists of doing Hatha-Yoga postures one or more times per week. Clearly, even this 
limited-approach ,is producing some good.results. According to a report by '. " 
Intersurvey Inc. (www.intersurvey;com) dated May 12,2000, 9petcent of Americans 
have tried "Yoga". (as opposed to14 percent who have experimented with meditation 
of an unspecified nature and Jpercentwho have tried Tai Chi}. Yoga's effectiveness 
has been rated 87 percent (asopposed to meditation, which came inat85percent, Tai 
Chi at 73 percent)" (Feuerstein 2000). 
Despite its popularity, yoga is not used in the same way ot for the same reasons by all those 
. . ," . - .' ,- ," -, 
who practice it in.the U,S. Contemporary academic literature offers several insights into how 
and why residents of the United States practice yoga. There are undoubtedly a number of people 
(of Indian, South Asian, European, or other desceht)who embrace yoga as aholistic model for 
. " ' .. . 
. living,.integrating practice completely into their daily activiti~sin a search for ultimate 
ttanscend.ence. However, because of the scarcity of scholarship on contemporaryyogisliving in. 
the U.S., the facets and implications of this form of practice caDnotbe discussed in depth here. 
There are also those practitioners who use yoga as all or part ofa regimen for physicalfimess 
that can be combined with a multitude of other alternative health practices for overall well-being 
(Lau 96, 19). Finally, yoga has been incorporated into the spiritualln::ligious cannon of the New 
Age Movement, and is practiced in this contextas imeof many paths to self-actualization and 






transformation, which has possible counter"cultnralconnotations (Lau2000; Melton }992; 
Heelas 1996). In the lattertwo contexts, an important aspect of thepra(:tice ~fyogais 
capitalism. 
Lau claims that, "In general, when people talk about yoga ... they are referring tovveekly, 
, possibly semi~weekly exercise classes presented with only a lasting ~ac~ of the philosophies at 
the heart of [the 1 system" (2000). Yoga isimaginedby the U.S. public to be an "'alternative,' 
) somewhat exoticized me~s of spirituality, mind-body integration, relaxation, and stress rel~ase, 







. -. . . .' 
as "interchangeable" with other traditions, such ast'ai chi, that are designatedas means to the 
, same ends.Cortsiunersare often attracted to the mystic and philos()phical ~ura'ofyoga,butin 
the purchase of yoga, through bookS, videos, or clas~es, they mainly gain the physical aspects of 
yoga without the holistic system of belief (2000). 
A discussion ()f the manifestation of yoga within U.S. culture cannot neglect to merition the 
" . . 
women and men who teach yoga classes. The certification process for yoga instructors is by no 
, _. ,,' _ _ ., _ e " ," 
means standardized .. There is, at this moment, no single international or national certification 
process, but many yoga studios and wellness centers offer teacher-training programs 
(arnericanyogaassociation.org, 2002). A' certified yoga instructor' couldcomefr6tnany one of, 
these, The American Yoga Association's website suggests severalqualificati~ns found ina good 
teacher: 
• Daily practiceofY oga exercise, breathing, ,and meditation 
• Regular contact,with a teacher 
• Study of the important Y ogatexts 
.• Ethical 'behavior' 
9 
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• A healthy vegetarian diet. 
• Training in basic anatomy and the effects of Yoga techniques. 
• :;·~t\bilHy to '~eparate -Ybga-.from religion. Iotth'is;-·:the websiie-notbs': ~"I-hav'e 
seen many poor-quality instructors take on the trappings androbes of 
Hinduism or some other religion to give themselves an authority through 
packaging rather than through the authenticity of their own Yoga practice. 
This practice severely misrepresents y' oga."] 
Of course, this assumes that there is a defmed "Yoga:' that can be misrepresented. There is, .. . 
in fact, at least one national organization that provides its own registry and requires. many Of the . 
qualifications mentioned by the American Yoga Association. With preliminary meetings in 
,",'1" 
1982, "Unity in Yoga was the first national organization to hold yoga conferences including 
manystylesand traditions"(yogaalliance.org 2002). Arising from a 1997 yoga journal meeting, . 
the 'Ad. Hoc Yoga Alliance' gradually formed around meetings to begin to establish teacher 
. , - -, ~ , , -, : ,,,, -' ' . - -"- -: . -,', :~-,'- -' -. 
training standards, build commuuity, and emphasize '~mutual respect, sensitivity and support of 
- /.-
.. different approaches to yoga and an equal voice for every participant" (2002). In 1999, the '~d. 
. . 
Hoc Yoga Alliance' merged with Unity in Yoga to form the Yoga Alliance. The same year, YA . 
established "a national Yoga Teachers' Registry to recognize and promote teachers with training 
that meets the desiglled minimumstandards.Twolevels of Registrationhavebeen created, and 
there are five means by which yoga teachers can register" (2002). The Yoga Alliance also 
approVes teacher-training programs. 
The teacher qualifications described above and the impetus to create standards for 
evaluating yoga teachers is an indication. that theyoga-co~uuityrecognizes the sometimes 
, - ." ,. ' , 
problematicassotiation between yoga and spirituality. It also sets up a model for yoga that . . 
might be considered orientalist in its assumption of a definable ''yoga'' that should be taught in a 
particular way, As will be seen later, this tendency mayalso be subject to postrnodernist 
critique. On the other hand, the institution of guidelines ~d certification fo; teaching practice 
10 
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could be read as:a tnove to protect consumers from the'~quacks "and charlatans " of yo ga teaching 







. c.' • . 
. The physical practice of yoga is often reified as a means for bodily transformation. It is . 
. contrasted withmodemWestem·exercise and presented as an Eastern secret that may. accomplish 
all the goals of modem programs easily; painlessly, and with the added bonuses of spiritual 
renewal and fulfiliment(2QOO). In some cases, however, disseminators of yoga consciously 
. " 
attempttodistance it fromits:philosophical origins and roldnthe New Age movement, 
" . . 
"play[ing]up yoga's physicaLbenefitswhile downplayingthe more:philosophical, mystical . 
benefits" (2000). 
The trans formative potential of yoga is often emphasized in relation to women's bodies 
(2000).· As a regimen of physical 'fitness,Yogajs"positionedas"ameans:by which women can 
control their beauty,itheir health, and ultimately their sex appeal andhappinessh (2000): The 
) presentations of yoga in the context of women's fituess are oftenritua:lized and support white, 
: 
} 
uppercmiddle-dass ideals of.thefemale body with images ofl6ng and lean white women (2000): 
) Furthermore, the means for attaining this ideal are not universally available, for .they are often . 
") expensive and time consuming and ·therefore restricted (Lelwiea 2000). Thus; "today's ~'dominant 
ideologies of beauty, health, sexuality, and gender"are projected onto yoga much in the same 
) way the ideologies of 19608 ·counterculture and New Ageideaishavebeen·projected onto 
"Eastern" traditions in general 02000). 
The popular demand for yoga has Iedto, or perhaps'l\een encouraged by, the appearance 
) 
of a ponderous number of yoga props, videos, ciothingitems, and other products that are for sale 
in stores ;md catalogs across the nation as well as online. There is even a yoga studio franchise: 
11 
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Yoga Zone, which offers classes and brandnameyogapreducts (Lau 2000)~:Yoganowoccupies 
an important position m the capitalist market as an alternative .health practice with transformative 
potentiaL' 
According-to Paul Heelas, the New. Age Movement is frequentiyrepresented as almost 
fatallyeclectic,'for "New Agersdraw on an extraordinarily diverse range of apparently.' 
contradictory religions" and dismiss the difference betWeen them as facile ("De-
traditionalisation" 1996). Thetnovementpromotesa holistic and humanistic. worldviewthat 
focuses on the self and believes in the power of personal transformation. New-Agers who 
practice yoga incorporate it into a broader context of practices and patterns of consumption .. 
. A broad survey of the . origins of the NewA~eMovemenhs'beyondtheiScope.ofthis 
project. However, a briefdiscussionofthecore'valuesofthetnovementand the,tnovement's 
participants will help to situate yoga in relation to New Age and facilitate an understanding of 
both in the. context of postmodernitY; 
. . 
The movement began to form in the 1960s and was ,inspired by New Thought, 
Theosophy, Spiritualism, andEastemreligioustraditioils(Melton, 1992). According to Diem 
and Lewis, 
The New Age;movement-represents,a ,unique synthesis ,of-many 
preexisting movements and religious traditions. A significant 
component of this synthesis is the South Asiancreligious tradition, 
.. particularly certain. strands of Hinduism. The Hindu influence is 
dearly evident,in the Indianyoga,andmeditationtechniques, as 
. well asc.ertain . key notions such as chakras and karma, that are 






By ihe1970s,NewAge had "emerged as a self-conscious movement"o(l992).Like 
yoga, a .centralgoal of the movement ,is transformation: personal and, through the personal"the . 
progressive transformation of the world (Lau 2000; Melton 1992). ·l'hecentral. ethic of the New· 0 • 
Age Movement is what Heelas calls the "Self-Ethic" in which the hidden inner self is the locus 
. . 
of transformation, actualization, spirituality,empowehnent and truth {Heelas, NewAge1996, 
"De-traditionalisation" 1996). This ethic relativistically values personal experience over 
authority and tends to essentialize identities and difference as part of an explanatory worldview 
("De"traditionaIisation"1996). 
. . 
Heelas argues that the themes and values of the New Age Movement have 
diffused through the culwre of .the United States and around the world, influencing the business; 
consumer,and:personal<practicesof mainstream culture (New Age.1996).· "Often found in 
consumer-friendly formsc yoga without much spiiltnality, for example~theN ew Age has, in 
measure, been popularized" (1996). Thus, even those. who practice yoga and. do not in any way 
identifY themselves with the New Age Movement are 'buying into' some of the core New Age 
. values (such as self-improvement through personal transfonnation), which ate understood 
differently within the philosophical ,tradition of yoga. Even the Vatican has recognized the . 
. power of New Age practices. A'recent statementjssuedby·the ··FontificalCounciLfor Culture 
) discussedNew Age, ·its:compatibility with, and its worth compared to Catholicism{Fontifical 
CouncilforCulture 2003). 
. . . 
Manyproducts:associatedwith the New Agemovement'llIe~ently on the market,.in 
addition to those' that arespecificallyyoga-oriented.I recently visited a shop in Columbus that 
carried everything fmmyogaprops andincensetocrystal balls and l'ibetanprayerbowls. A 
proliferation of self~helpbooks appeal to New Age philosophies which hold that inner 
13 
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transformation can,leadtoonter (i,e. romantic or financial) success {Heelas New Age 1996). 
Eveirmorernairistreamstores carry'suciritems as tarot cards, and many grocery stores sell millie 
horoscope scrollsin:thecheckouflines. 
In her artide:, '~Transcendenta,l MeditationjReikiand ,Yoga,: Suffering, Ritual and Self 
Tmnsformation/' (2001) Garrett eXaITlinesthe Ritualistic practices of yoga"especially by those 
who suffer from chioIllcpain. , She refutes Heelas ' s argument that New Age practices are an ' 
egocentric and blind searching by highlighting the use value of personal transformation. New 
Age pmctitioners (and others) engage in ritualistic behaviors to help alleviate'suffering, a process 
". -". . . . 
Garrett describes as a "search for "liberation or saivatioIl. The notion of 'salvation' implies a 
relationship between freedom and health, as not only religion, ;butalso politicalliberationi 
, movements make clear: their search is nottoescapepainfuI reality, buttOftransform it'? (Garrett 
2001). 
She examines yoga and the other pmctices as 'a reentering of her body coupled with "new 
awareness" thattransformsbehaviorand ;fosters an ethical relationship with theworld.,' Garrett 
defines iritualsas "the means people use to, change the way they!ive" (2001JImbedded in,these', 
rituals.isa belief that physical pmctic~scan leadto materialaIld spiritual self-transformation,that 
,in tUrn enables a deeper personal/interpersonal connection with others. Of yoga,:she notes, 
, . "Yoga seems to ,reverse,ordiirary:human 'behavior" {2001 ). . This is :coupJedwith,a magical 
"belief, however 'se6ular',that regularl'erfo~ance of the·ritual \Vill somehow change them and 
solveitheirpersonalproblerns". and ,that personaLchange ,can'affect sociaichange,(2001 ).Garrett 









especially as a'response to aprotestan:t mind~bodydualism which rationalized control of the 
body. These practices also support a link between health and morality. 
, , 
. ,it])a particularly relevant passage, Garrett challenges bOth the King's 'nostalgia';critique 
, , . 
and Heelas's criticism of the New Age movement. "The popularity of Eastern religious ritUals, 
even in the absence of their accompanying myths, reveals more than consumerist 'nostalgia' for 
, a lost enchanted world and narcissistic obsession with one's own power orevenwell-being. My 
experience and inquiries suggest that such rituals caD., potentially, transform the rneaningof 
suffering" (2001). Therefore, though she refutes some of Heel as's claims, she accepts the 
transformation narrative described by both Heelas and Lau. 
. The general contexts in which yoga is practiced by people in the United States 'are by no 
. - . . 
means immutable, Someone who does not identify herself"as 'NewAge;might,'in additionto ' ' 
. practicing yoga for health, also usearomatherapyor healin!} crystals. The same person might 
) 'later transmute her practice of yoga into a holistic lifestyle. In whatever context itis used, yoga, 
alongwith the values of the NewAge Movement, has appealed to a vastnumber of people in the 
) Uruted States, especially women. 
) The Appeal of Yoga in.Postmodemity· 
The saliency of New Age values and the appeal ofyogaccanbeexplo[eci through an 
examination of.(LS.· cultureinpostmodernity. Yoga isespeciaUyappealing to womeJi asa 
search for meaning through body transformation and a search for value and voice in New Age 
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spirituality .. It can also be part of a consumption pa.ttemthat is marketed as connter-culturaL 
Yoga and New Age are embedded cin, exhibit, andrespond to the fragmentation and 
disorientation of postm()dernity, as it i&defined by.-Jameson andBaudrillard. 0 These·-systems are 
highly cornmodifedartdrusplaypostmodem characteristics of pastiche and nostalgia.. 
Yoga is just one of the many regimens offered to womenforfitness orweighHoss. 
Lelwica argues that many women have cotne to see the attainment oftheslender (thus) perfect 
body as tantamount to sa.lvation. Through practices of weight losso and dieting, women gain 
o • 
. social approval and "exercise[ s 1 a kind of self-determination that has historically been the 
.. -
prerogative of men" (2000). These weightcmanagement.regjmims are "the productofa shared 
. but diversely embodied knowledg~;aknowledge.built from the! bodilyrituals.ofself-surveillance 
. . . 
andcorrection'\(Lelwica 1999). Commercial industries have ocapit;Uized off of the f~fitness 
ethic"'~!llploy{ingJthe terms of traditional religion" insellingtheir:products. Weight loss 
becomes ritualized· and is used as astrategy to find meaning (Lelwica 2000). It isnot"surprising 
that yoga should become a part of this religion of weight loss, for it offers (but often does not 
deliver) a very ritualistic practice infused with mystic meaning. 
Women a.lso search for meaning through New Age beliefs and practices. Feher claims 
that "women are more likely than men to identify themselves asmetnbers of the New Age .. . . . 
Movement" because it provides aspaceinwhichtheexp~riencesofwomen are supported and 
valued. (1992). Many traditional religions have focused on men and. devalued, controlled, and 
silencedwomen{1992hNew Age .offers an individualistic, non-hierarchal alt~tive to' 















"receiving, encompassing .. , and;nourishing" (1992).· The'New Agecomrnunity also supplies 
feminists with valuable;concepts:. 
. .. ;concepts,thatoffer.women perceptillnsofwhythings,are the 
way they are and how they might be otherwise; that adequately 
describe women's experiences of the sacred as they have been 
different from men's; that offer insights from women's nature and 
';women'S experiences as;theyare understood to be revealing;ofthe . 
workings of the universe ... and that move women to action ... 
(Bednarowski 168) 
. Another appealing characteristic of yoga and New Age practices may be found in the 
counter-cultural connotations that were introduced in the History section. Through these' 
Practices, people choose lifestyles thatseem tobe different from those Ilfthe mainstream U.S. 
(Lim 2000). Yoga and New Age are believed to have the potential to "help restore an 
individual's connections with nature,connections unfortunately ripped asunder by modern life" . 
(Lau 2000). Through personal transformation andresponsible purchasing (save-the~rainforest lip 
balm), cons~ers areledto believe fuatthey canimprove society and the plan~t and see 
"consumption asa mode of social action" (2000). But dominant cultural values are embedded 
within this intersection of beliefs with consumption, and the pra.ctice of consumption as . ' . - . , . 
resistance "essentially ignores the inadequacies and inequalities of Western welfare states" and 
supports the hierarchy and logic of the capitalist system (2000). 
It may be argued that the New Age movement as a whole is nota 'postmodemreligion' 
:<,: 
in the Lyotardian sense. Rather than upholdingLyotard's notion of the "death of the meta-
narrative" (the loss of faith in an all-encompassing explanatory world view), New Age offers its' 
own meta-narrative based on a self-ethic and progressive humanislll, and supported by a . 
comprehensive structure of values and diametrics (Heelas, ''De"traditionalisation'' 1996). 
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Likewise,the'physicalpractiee of yoga' haS been· co-opt ed' by the, dominant ideology of health 
and beauty. Even if the messages of the New Age Movement lilld yoga~renotthemselves 
postmodem, an examinationofthe condition.oflife·in Arnericanpostnlodemitymay help 
aceountfor the appeal of yoga. ' 
The factorsthat'makeyoga and New Age so appealing operate within the general 
postmodem social condition. In the oft qlioted text, "Postmodemism, or the CultUral Logic of 
, , ' 
, Late Capitalism," Jameson describes postmodemism as the "cultUral dominant" of the time in 
which we live, known here as postmodemity(2000): Postmodemityischaracterized bya "new 
, and historically original dilemma, one that involves our insertion as individual subjects into a 
" 
multidimensional set of radically different discontinuous realities" the most significant ,of which 
seems to be ,multinational capitalism manifested in consumer cultUre (Jameson, in llarvey 1989). 
, Several of the featUres Jameson uses to describe postmodemity may be applied to the practice of 
yoga and to the New Age movement: pastiche, nostalgia (andlossofhistory), and depthiessness. 
"According to Fredric Jameson, pastiche, a style of incongruous parts produced by 
borrowing fragments or motifs from various sources" is, a central trend inpostmodemity 
(Donaldson 1999; Jameson 2000). Like King, Jameson discusses nostalgia and defines it as, "the 
desperate attempt to appropriate a missing past" in the face of a history which has been so 
qbscured by and disconnected from the present that the postmodem society must resort to the 
"random cannibalization of all styles of the past" (2000). Nostalgia is thus a societal form of , 
pastichethatidentifies and constructs new histories, rninin.g cultUres across the globe (2000). "In 
the context of New Age capitalism [the ideology of the alternative] turns eastward for its 







important element of postniodemity:, ,one intertwined with,pastiche and nostalgia, . is 
depthlessness (Jameson 2000) .. Cultural signs are "strip[ped] of any historical specificity; or . 
contextual. depth and [interpreted] withina colonial logic of cultural. commensura~ility:" 
(Donaldson 1.999). Any, and all cultures arNlpentocommodification and'essentialized and 
dehistoricized in ,the search of authenticity: and history .. 
. . 
Because of its excessive '.'~oITowing"from other religious traditions, New Age may 
certainly~e seen as pastiChe. Both New Age and yoga link present practices and purchases to 
'ancient' traditions, providing mystified and essentia:tized '~lost past'~ not dissimilar to the· 
idealized 'East'. of British and u.S.OtientalistconstrUctions.Furthermore, yoga, when practiced 
, - _  . 
as a physical activity:, is isolated from its. trUe, complex origins and philosophies and thus, 
depthless. ' This suggests a central paradox. According to someone like Heelasor Lau, in the 
quest fcir meaning N ew~Agers and practitionens ofyogaofien remove the traditions they employ 
• fromany'meaningfuI context and synthesize elements of many (sometimes conflicting) traditions 




Yoga, as it is often practiced in the United States·tdecontextualized and de.pthless); can~e 
described as a 'si;niillacrum',whichisanimportant part'ofthe central vocabulary of the 
discussion;()f postrnodernity:. Baudrillarddefines the simulacrum as a perfect representation that 
conceals the noneX'istenceofthat which is being,represented{1998~, The,physicalpractices of . 
yogahave·become "authentic" and come to stand for the entirephilosophicahbeliefsystem, 
o~scuring;the;systemaswell as the factthatthereisno'C and;neverwas) definitive:.and unified 
"yoga" ,butTatheraph~thoraofvaryingschools:(I998). The concept·ofthe simulacrum may also 
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. be used to examine.fhepostmodem expeiienceas a'wholeandithe search for identity.in 
postmodemity .. 
One possible reaction tuthe overwhehningandfragmented(if.ofien essentialized) 
hybiidity of the postmodem condition may be a~'search for personal or collective identity'''(Lau 
2000); This search is central to tbeNew Age Movement and may also be as a partoftbe 
motivation of those who practice yoga to attain tbeideals ~fh~althandfitness; Women who 
have achievedtbese identities might,tbemse1ves,beiseen as simulacrurn,fortbeyperfectly. 
mimicraeialized and classcassociated body ideals tbat are media constructed (sometimes silicon 
enhanced) and 'unrealistic' for most women. 
Where·tbeLiteratUre·Leaves·Us,,' 
. Several important concerns emerge fromtbe literature examining tbe ways in which yoga 
is understood and practiced intbe United States; . First, Oiientalism still seems to be at work in 
American conc~tions of yoga, for tbepractice is positioned as, partofan idealized stereotype of 
tbe "East" as timeless,static,andartantitbesis to the~\West"'(DieriJ.& Lewis 1992) .. 
. Essentialism isanotberpossibleproblem with popular presentations of yoga. 'Bhavnani 
. describes "situational bybridity".(asopposed to organic ), waich "occurs when elements of 
identity and culture are pres~ntsuchtbateach element reriJ.ainsasa discreteanddistinct.!mit, . 
altbough'the elements are not necessarily oppositional orin aconflictualrelationshipiwitbeach 
other"(2{)00); Many examples of tbisform 'ofbybiidity arebased onmulti-tulturalconstimption . - . . 



















viewing·different culturesasperp6tually· '!internally ihomogeneous distinct and discrete. c." and· 
unchanging (2000). 
EssentiaLism and Drientalisn:i .combine with large-scale .commodification to Temove yoga 
. from its broader cultural context and offer it as .. an 'exoticandcmystical product'for U'~J 
. . 
consumers (Lau 2000). This may be especially :dangerous when New Age practices and 
consumption are seen as a form of political action;csomething they cannot hope to.be in this 
context, and are substituted for other forms of action (2000). 
Launicely articulates some pr0blems with contemporary practice and consumption of 
yoga in· claiming, "Where New Age capitalism and alternative health are concemed,the ideals 
. . 
. and values being mapped onto the 'glori0us past' are imagined desires and values, imagined 
values [simulacra] that suggest a priorcommunity;illl :designed to'countersome of the anxieties 
generated ·by .. postmodernity .. , "·(2000j •• ···The.mannerin which yoga is understood and practiced in 
the United States issymptomaticoftheejqJerience oflife inpostmodernity;.Amencans use 
consumption of products, ideologies, and practices for transformation, meaning; and control. 
y ogacanbe a meaningfuLpracticein the U.s., especially for women. However,apractitioner . 
who is uncritical of context and presentationrisksaccepting:.and reinforcing essentialist and 
Orientalist conceptions ofculture:artd;supporting the mequalities"ofmulti-natiomil capitalism:" 
While the literature foregrounding a:discussion of yoga offers .manybroad-scale. 
generalizations and astllteanalysis of media representations;ittenders littlewormationonthe 
actual expenencesofihose who.attendyogaclasses.andpracticeyoga on 'a semi-regular basis. It 
also opens fascinatingavellUes of inquiry.·Df particular interest is' the relationship between 
weight-loss and religion. Exercise is ·oftenone:half of ritualized weight-loss regimens (the other 
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being diet ); but,it is also practiced ritualistically forteasonsoI"generaLhealth ,or competition. If· . 
exercise can be Viewed asa new form ofreligion in U.S. culture, and yoga is ofieu'presentedcasa 
form·of exercise with;filmyconnections toestablished;religions; what is.the;relatibnships 
between yoga andreligion.in thdi;ves {lfthosewhoattend yogaiclasses? . 
Methods 
One reason yoga is so difficultto evaluate cis because' it iidocated'at:theintersc::ction of a 
number of sociahssue~,not only exercise 'and religion but;also 'gender, culture: race and class. 
My methodology seeks toattackthe subject from tbree fronts to better understand how alLor 
these issuescombineto'produce .the sociafphenomenomthahsoyogainthe UnitedBtates. Ina . 
tripartite approach, ·I,aombine,my;experiences·as.a; .. participant·observer inyoga;classesiwith 
surveyinformationigathered.from some of those who attend thecIasses;as well·as.interviews 
with yoga instructors. Through this process, Iexarrtine the teasoIls people in the U.S. attend 
classes and how they envision the. experience in relation to their physical and spiritualhves. 
l;attended '.14 yoga classes as a;participantobserver,otwo were .in-LorainConnty,three in 
Columbus, and9;.in Cleveland;anditssuburbs.lchose these dassesmsing five criteria: class 
type (I wanted to attend both studio and fitness center classes), convenience for my schedule, the . 
styles of yogarepresented.ateachdass, and. accessibility ·through.advertisement online and in the 
phone book.SeveIi·classe~ wereheldatyogastudios,.sixat fitness 'Centers; and;one;at;a·Jocal > •. 
college. The;mixofyoga studios and fitness centers was chosen to 'enable;the-investigation of· . 
differences between qualities. of the classes offered at each,as was mydecision'toattend,dasses 













observation of classes was necessary. To reaHyexperience tbedifference·.betweenclasses, 
however, and to set the' otber participants at ease, activelyparticipating:intbe classes wastbe . 
most comprehensiveformof gatberingdata. Unfortunately ,participantobsen'ation in.' general 
(and tbis proj ect inparticular) often removes the possibility of taking :notes during tbe 
experience. Thus,I was forced to rely on memories of my eX]'leriences to make detailed notes 
after each class, includinginformation concerning class composition, physical space; progression 
of events, etc .. Perhaps future avenues of research could involve video cameras for more 
accurate and· minute description· of classes .. 
. At each class,. I requested tbat participants complete a SU1'Vey of open-ended questions 
."' . 
pertaining to their practice of yoga;. exercise habits, and religious/spiritual background. 
Altboughopen-endedquestions are difficult to complete, and moredifficult to code and 
interpret, 1foo1 tb. at ceJ'tainkey words.andphrases~i.e.feeling"centered")·are more valuable . . . 
') when independently generated and many nuggets of wisdom might be lost in a sUrvey com]'losed 
of multiplecchoice questions. The survey was completed by 122 attendees of yogaclasses and 
) . 
) 
results were coded and entered Into SPSS, where I created a profile for each respondent, The 
results were analyzed for tbe frequency of certain responses, to disc·over.demographic 
characteristics of people attending classes, and to search for correlations betweentbese 
characteristics,reasons people attend classes, respondents' religious backgrounds, and how often 
. tbey exercise .. 
. Aftermany oftbe cla.sses, I solicited a short, infonnalinterview witb°tbeinstriictor. I 
. offered to pay for the classes.anddemonstratedmy respect fortbe discipline!by participating in 
classes and bringing my own yoga mat. I feel tbis allowed me to gain tbe confidence of my 
interviewees more easily than if Thad merely arrived at class wearing jeans andtaken notes the 
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whole time .. iBecausecarrying artape-recordernright ,have been cumbersome and distracting, I 
took handwritten;mterview;notes. Though Host accuracy int;he omissi@nof a tape recorder, the 
information;! was seeking in'interviewsiis more.involved·with personal experiences· and 
interpretations than with· symbolic interaction;and specific word;choice. 
. .' '.. -, '-. 
• By attending a ,yariety of classes~interviewing instructors, and'sampling the attendees at 
each class;I have gained.importantinsightsto this interesting. practice of yoga as aform of. 
'. . . . 
exercise, a sourCe of stress relief, and as a spiritual practice; My,reading led to the expectation 
that participants would largely represent a rather narrow;demographic'ofmiddleclasswhite 
women,l also expected. to find thanhose who were more .fully integrated. into some otherform 
ofieligiousptactice werelesslikelyio attend yoga classes for spiritual reasons and morelikely 
to attend class for purelyphysicalreasons.Finally, I hoped .tofmd a correlation between 
. . 
frequency Qfexerciseandfrequency of participation in religious services.; . Though neither .of the· 
latter.two.hypotheseswas supported by my Survey data, significant correlations were found 
between other variables in my research .. 
. Findings 
Survey Data 
The first few s~eyquestions established basic demographic 'qualities of my sample, I·. 
surveyed ;122 ;attendees;of yoga classes: . 52 of.these 'Surveys came from fitness centers, 40 from 
yoga studios; 26 were collected from a college .claSs, and five were received by.mail. .For 
frequencymeasures·ofage, marital status,.occupation,andnumber of children, the college class 
wasnotcincludedbecausethe large number.of young, single students withno ·childr.enskews.the 
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results. For percentages ofcgender; 1 Ocasesfromawomenconlyfitness center were not 
included: . 
. While. ages ranged from J9-63,mo~e thalHhalfcofcthe people hurveyedatyogastudios 
" " 
were betweentheages.ofGO·and 50with immbers more·eveninfitness classes. Achi-square 
\ was calcnlatedas9.25 (5), Pc= .. 099, that showe.da weak positive correlation between age and . } 
class type (fitness center was coded asI and studio as 2). A:r:ound 76% of respondents were 






had no children, 7.4 % had.one, 16,8% two, 11.6% three,; and 2:1% four:' 
Various religious backgrounds were represented-in1:he surveys as can be 'S~en by the 
following data. 28.1 % of respondents werefrom;iI.CathfJlicbackground, 21.9% protestant, 2.6% 
Unitarian, 9.6% UilspecifieCiL.OIROndenotninational Christian;·12.3%were· from aJewish 
, , , . 
Background,:2 people each identified a Hindu and BuddhistlJackground; and 12.3% carne from 
some other background. While only 9.6% of respondents listed a religious/spiritual background . 
as 'none', over half of all respondents do not currently attend any type of religious service. A 
. number of the cases.coded as Catholic were actually reported as 'lapsed Catholic' on the survey, 
but persons of;Catholic background hadthesecondchighestpercentage·of'attendiservices!.av: . 
62.5% following 64.3% for those.of Jewish:background:)Judaism also had the higJaest-retention 
rate with.sO%.ofrespondentsofJewishbackgrobnd.currently·attending:some.freqllency:Of 
services, Catholics;had:the:second"highestretentiOIlTateat46:9%,whileProtestantsihad a 
4O.0%retention:rate. 
I also foulIdlargedifferencesbetween;.the;compositionofthe dassesandthe demography 
of Ohio as seen in Census data. 2000Censusidatasuggeststhat54.5%ofOhiQ citizens oved5 
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. years are mlircied, 26.2rhavemeveribeen mlircied;r,1O.6:aredivorcedand 7.1 'are widowed; The 
answers of yoga participants show 53.2% married (20/0 engaged) 41.7% single, 1.1 % widowed 
and only 1.1 % divorced. I did not ask participants about their racial background, but from my 
notesconcemingc1ass.composition I canremarkcthatparticiparitswere predominately white. 
While the population'of Ohio consists of 3 I%management, professional aIldrelated 
. occupations, 65.9%:thoserespondentswho answered (after excluding the class of college . 
. . . - ' ' .' -' . '. . 
students) listedan;occupation inthat,category .. WhiHd4:6% o~American citizens work·in 
service jobs, only 3.4% of my sample reported aservice'professioR 4,5% of yoga respondents' : 
reported jobs in administrative support/assIstance asopposedta' 26.4 %af Ohia citizens,F inally, 
only one of my respondents fell into ,theptoduction,. transportation, or material moving category, 
which describesrl9"A> of the Ohio·werking.population ... 
While onlY'one responderitlliad'anoccupatiomin:the,construction' industry, 20% of 
. Ohioans work in thatBeCtaL . Also;28.1% were identified as part:oftheeducation, health;: and .' .' 
social services sector (a subset in my data·of the management variable). as opposed to 19.7% of 
Ohio citizens as awhole(and thismayincludeother.general occupational categories): This 
differenceinoccupation,ahigher'numberor managerial workers .andfewer.inservice and •. 
administrativesupport;indicates thatpeople,who·attend-.yoga dasses, asa graup,may be in'll 
higher:sacioeconomic bracket,thanraverage. for the.Ohiopopl.llation. i' 
. Thus, the average:@hio:yoga'studentisa:39year-ald:w:oman,mardikely than 'not 
married, with··:84:children,:and.with an ,occupatian in,managerial'or-rtechnicai'speCialty. 
Survey respondents were also asked what part of class they like best and what they would . 
change. The most common.Javorite parlofclass,was relaxation,mentioneliby J9.1 %of 












respectively; 41.8% of respondents would not change 1IIlythingabout their class. ·Of those . 
respondents who did note something they would change about the class, 3 b8% (lit.9%ofall 
who answered) -unexpectedly mentioned something about themselves-that they would change 
.. suchas.becomingmoreflexible or attendingclassesimore often. It was-alsointeFestingto note 
thatmanysurveYT~spondents cited enjoying communal aspects of the class. 
, On average, participantsattend yoga classes 1-2. tiri:J.es a week and; while over 70%of 
· respondents practice yoga in some form outside of class, the average respondent practices 
seldom-orA -2 times a week and the primary activities include stret-ching at practicing certain " 
postures. 14.2% practice yoga :everyday andfiveuut of the' seven:people who practice 
meditation outside of class practiceyuga everyday. 
Almasthaifofyogaparticipantsengage ill some other formofexercise3c4times a week, 
" . 
whichcisalso the average; The mostcummon forms6fexercisereported were running, walking, '. 
· or biking (mentioned by 54.4% of cases), engaging in soh gym activities such .as iiftingweights " 
(mentioned by45.6%), and attending noncyoga fitness classes (24.6%). These results suggest 
that yoga participants also engage in more standard exercise practices in large numbers. ' This 
· . 
indicates either that yoga does not serve all of their exercise needs, that exercise is sometimes not 
a prime reason f9r practicing yoga, or showing that some attendees'may simply take advantage 
of amenitieS fitness :centeFs;hilVe to .offerincluding machines; yoga classes; and other classes. 
, . 
· This is supported by the higher percentage of fitness :center attendees who report -exercising in 
other fitness classes (37.5vs.'l7.1). 
Only a small nurnberofrespondentsrevealed when·theybecameinvolved.inyoga,but!of 
, ., ' 
those who ·didimswer, 22;8%became involved less!than.six months ago"8.8% became :involved 
6-11 monthsago,a11d21 :1% one to two years ago. '8.8% became involved three to four years 
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ago, 12.3fiveto ten years ago, and263 % became involved more thamtertyearsago. Thetwo 
. .' 
most common ways mwhich people became involved (moreresporidents answered this 
. question}weI'ethr0ugh a .friendand,tmmlgh:afitness centerCboth 17,5%). Only :7:8% mentioned : 
some form of media as :amain source:of involveme~t, but 14% became:involved.thioughschooL 
. When asked: "Do you consider yourself a spiritual person?'~ 26.1 % answered "no," 
1.4.8%consideredthemselvessomewhat spiritual, 49.6% did consider .themselves spiritual. 
persons, and ,9 .6%conSidered,themselvesextremely spiritual. There was no significant 
correlation between gender and spirituality, or between gender and frequency of attending 
services.H6weveri.there was a strong correlation between reported spirituality and type 'Of yoga 
class with a:chi-squareof 14.74(3),P.=::002. Studentsatyoga.studios reported:muchhigher 
levels ()fspirituality .than those at fitnt;sscenters. Again, this could be influenced by the context 
in which the surveys were taken, but it could also be another indication thatdifferent1Y.Pesof 
people are attracted to differenttypes:ofyoga classes, and those looking for spiritualfulfillrnent 
seekit in studios .andmot .fitness centers. ' 
In:perhaps the most important section of the surveys, respondents were asked why they 
attend yoga classes, aridtheiFfree.response answers were 'grouped into six categories with 
multiple categories recorded for many respondents .. 81.1% ofrespondents mentionedhody:(i:e. 
Stiengthor ·fle:x.ibility), exercise,fitness, Of' health, Feasonsfor 'attendingdasses. ·48A % . . 
mentioned stress relief orrelaxation. Mentalreasons were mentioned by . 19.7% of respondents, 
whild7:2%liked iheway yoga rriakesthemfeeL .1 coded responses such as ",centering" and 
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"clarity'!'as mentabreasonsin addition to responses such as "to ,keep my mind'healthy." '23,0% '.' 
praCtice for other reasons, includingia wide variety of answers suchias, "to learn about the . 
discipline," ;'well-being," "becoming in tnne" with. various things, and "college credit." Only 











given ,the common collusion of yoga with spiritual practice. 'Cr{lss"tab analysis was 'able t{l·· 
. . 
identify several significant correlations between different variables of personal identity and 
reasons for practicingyoga. 
. Perhaps the most surprising ()fthese correlationsisthat between tendency to practiCl; for 
spiritual rea~ons and gender. A significantly higher percentage of men than women mentioned .. 
spiritualreasons with a.chicsquare{)f5.91(l), P = .015. This neatlypontrastswhat.mightbe 
expected from reading the work of someone,IikeFeher'whosuggests that women'are more likely 
to 'seek alterriativeforms' of spiritual practice. 'Dhere was also a marginally significant correlation 
between age groups 'andspiritualreasons for attending classes with a chi-square. of n08 (10)P=c 
,.073. All of those who mentioned. spiritual reasons were over thirty and the group with the . 
largest percentage was between the ages ono and40 (18% and half of the spirit mentionets). 
'Dhereare several factors ,thatmight have influenced thesedifferencesiln spiritual reasons 
forattendingclas'ses. ,Becauserthe numbefcofrespondentswhO'mentionedispiritual reasons:was 
S{) smail,. it is'impossiblet0 generalize motives fof'iisting'spiritual reasons,' but s0meAheories are . 
. as foll@ws: Ifmore men then ·women·Jist spiri.~atreas{lns, ·perhaps··this·isan·indicatioRthat the 
menwh(l'attend'yogaclassesaremore'open:tospiritu.ality,thanmerrwho mig:b.tnot 'lPerhaps 
women are' morelikelytoibe dfawn'to yogaclasses'by,the ideology {)£bodily transformationfhat 
surroundsthem;ormen areless'likelyto 'buyinto'the feminineequatioRof.weight-losswith 
salvatio.nthat Lelwicia;(iescribes.Theage·groupthat listed the most spiritual reasons 'is one 
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trllditioiiilllyassociated with ,the concept of\.'mid~life-crisis "inwmch people seekto redefine ... 
their existence; 'perhaps ,a spiritual search ·is a.component of this.' 
The most important determmant ofthereasOllS,for attending yoga classes<'seems,tobe the 
typeofdass ;the respondent attends (fitness· center VSi 'yoga studio ) with significant correlations 
for all 'why' variables except 'Uike way it feels'. There was a marginal correlation between. 
class type and the mention ofbody/fitness reasons. for attending classes,.chi-square = 5:46 (Z),P . 
:0.65, withamgherpercentageof'fitness'centerpeople mentioning body reasons .. ksignificantly . - . - -' -, . . 
higher percentage ofstUdiocrespondents attended for mentalreasons '\Vitha.cm~squareof7:61··· 
(2), P=.022.There was astrong correlation between stress reliefand class type, and a higher 
percen.tage offitness·center students mentioned stress as a reason for. attending: chi-square 
=lL2i5{2), P=:n04.Aliigherpercentage ofstudio stUdents also.mentioned'.other'reasons;·.chi-· 
square = 9.19(2), .. P= .. OL'Fmally,thecotrelationbetween spiritual reasons .and class. type was' 
marginally significant with15.4%.of studio respondents.mentioning spiritual reasons as opposed. 
to 3.8% offitness center. respondents (chi-square = 5.00(2),P =.(82). 
This data suggests that some studentS'actively seek ·out studio or fitness center classes 
basedon;their reasons·for.attending.yogaclasses,.1Analternate h)'pothesisis that.participation.in 
.' the·dasses ,colors the reasons ·students·attend, . !IUs a:lsolpossiblethatthe, lackofcorrelation 
between Ilength Dfinvolvelllent and yoga. an<i·classtype . suggests thatlstudents' possess some 
initial· awareness of the· possibilities· of yoga and.choose.classes· based'Dn,thi&;information,'Much . 
of.the language·that respondents. used on,the su'rvey.couldhave been taken .directlYlfromany . 
popular,culttireexpose:on yoga, Respondents mentioned mind"body integration, feeling 
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stressrelief,and balance. 
,There were no significant correlations between religious background or frequency of 
attending services and reasons for practicing yoga. -Gender was also· not significantly.eorrelated 
with'frequency of attending services. How often resP011dentspracticed yoga outside of class was 
correlated with!whytheyattend classes, however. There Was a marginally significant negative 
.correlatipnbetween the mention of body reasons for attending classes and frequency of practice 
outsideo£c1ass with. a chi-square of9.98(5), P= .076. There was also a relationship of stronger 
significance between mental reasons for,att~ding.and frequency of practice with a chi "square of 
11.78(5), P =.038. As practiceoutsicle of class increased, so did the frequency of stated mental 
. . -. 
reasons for attending classes. Finally, there was· a verystrong.corre1ation between frequency of . 
practice outside of class and c1asstype:.chicsquare= 17.82;,P"-.OOI. 443% offitness center 
respondents neverpracticeoutside of class asopposedto only 83% of respondents from yoga 
studios and nearly a third. of stndio stndents practice ahnost everyday_ 
General Class Observations .. 
. 'Promll1Y experiences in the yoga classes of Ohio, I can safely assertthat there is an 
immense variation between the-classes that are offeredood;the yoga-instructors Iinterviewed had 
stories. asdiverse,as the classes they taught. Instructors had differentJife·experiences, Were. at .. 
different points in their careers, andenVisiOlI'the practice of;yoga differently. The classes NarY . 
iricrediblyinpace, difficulty, atrnosphere, and content. It is effective;to assess some of these 
. . . ..
differences along the lines of whether the.class is hosted by a yoga studio or a fitness center. 
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Classes in fitness centers in general follow a (dare I say) 'linear' fOmlat,'while Classes at 
yoga studios often offer more individual attention and focus on the fOml of postures. Fitness 
center"ciasses'spent less;timeioneach]lose and often, moved more;quicldythrough,a progression 
ofposes.'Onlyone dass I attended { at'the:local college) made any mention i:lfhistory orrnade' 
associations of,yoga\vith SouthAsian'Culture explicit and grounded. Yogastudios,weremore 
likely to usetheSanskrit names for postures, though I:alsoencountered sanSkrit in'one or two 
fitness centers and fitness centers were no less likely to supplement class with atmospheric 
features 'Such as1I1usic or special lighting. The majority of the classes I attended (regardless of 
locati<in) were held.in rooms with mirrors. I,attended standard classes and orily encountered One 
child {who was 9-11 years ,old) in my studies, but many-studioslisted specialized classes for 
children;,teens;elderlyor disabled persons, and prenatallpos~atal classes.,' 'One studio even 
. .. '. ' . 
offers special:classes for persons suffering from multiple sclerosis. Postures, or poses are called, 
in Sanskrit, 'lasanas'" and their names usually end with -asana. The most popular asana was" by 
far, downward-facing dog, orAdho Mukha SvanasanaJRelaxation was practiced at everydass 
except one" a descripti~m of which will be included later. 
The general class fOmlat (again, with much variation between classes)begins with a few 
moments of prone relaxation imtilthe class officially starts with seated breathing and a few 
gentle seated poses. Class;thenprogresses to eitherstanding'posesthat increasejndifficulty or a 
" '-" 
few series of'poses( often,called'sun-salutation},thatarerepeatedseweral times. 'tBalance poses 
follow,;after which,participants\are seated once, again fot ,a few postures and perform ,several 
asanas laying; down. , Finally ,participants, layowtheir ,backs with closedeyes,andctilke part in 
either ,guided relaxatien;;withthe;instructordirectingwhich,body;partsto relax, or silent 
2'www.YogajoumaLcom 'offers a;searchable list detailed descriptions of the poses O'isted by English and Sanskrit-names) as well 







relaxation. Meditation sometimes accompanies relaxation and often the lights aredirmnedfef' 
this final part of class. Many instructors play music during their classes. This music ranges from 
stereotypical. mystical mnsic;~£epletewith flutes. and occasional. wordlesssinging)to. music with 
Celtic~influences,such. as Lorena Mckennitt, to. the music of recent.Grammy.winner.NoraJones. 
" ,~ 
Yoga studios generally offered a different sort of instructor than fitness centers; . Altheughsome 
of those who teach at fitness centers exclusively teach yoga and travel betWeen different 
locations (including·fitness·centers);dnstructQfS at fitness centers also frequently taught multiple· 
fonus ofaerobics at.thesame location. Instructors at yoga studios were often older than those at ' . 
fitness centers, .and everyone I talked to had gone through some form of certification process, 
while many of theinstructors.at fitness;centershad not. • 
,,;, 
Specific.Classesand Interviews' 
None of the instructors to whom I spoke refused to answermy.questions, and many of . 
them oiIered"usefuLinsightsinto the practice of yoga and the culture surrounding it. The . 
contrasts between the;sites for clas~es,instructors,and Classes· themselves gradually.cDlorin.the 
. olitlinesprovided.from writtelJcirtfotmation and theory and.lead;to the.notioilthat the picture .. ' 
might be·muchmore detailed that I first assumed. This ·sectiondescribes myexperiences;and 
diverse impressions at S·yoga;studios and 5 fitness centersandmcluc!es·highlights;.fremmy·. 
.' . - . 
interviews With yoga instructors; I choose theseparticularsites;lnd classes t(Helatebecausccthey 
help iHuminate contrasts.betweenclasses and contain relevant or .interestinginformationi·To 
'. . . . 




. Justbefote,HOOp,m: on a daythat"teeteredbetwe~n'sn()w,andsurrShihe,'I .atrived'af'one 
Satyananda'yoga center after driving around'ioshn Clevelaridfor nearly an hour. Thad missed 'j 
both morning classes and the meditation hour. I walked into a shop with all natural lighting, 
hardwood floors and glass casesdisplayingsinall ngurines,W()odensheIves held books, 
magazines, yoga supplies, .and organicBathprodubts .. Two young women iehdedcustomers 
behindthe.counter and one' happened'1:o be .an'insttl.lbtor"G: 'hadlong.brownharr,a'long knit' 
skirt and a colorful silk scarf. She 'agreed to anintetview'and began bymentioning that she and 
. . 
. . ,
anotheroffueinsttl.lCtorshad recently completed a9 day long retreat during which they had 
. worked-on their teaching skills with two instructorsfrom.and1\ustralian ashrarn:!Cilrtently,they 
practice as style of yoga called Satyananpa, after its founder that emphasizes holism. and 
integration of "Head, heart, and hands". This center is Olleonwosites in the U.S. to offer this 
. . . 
form of yoga and is the only U.S. site to provide Satyananda teacher training. Both G.and M., 
. . 
whom I interviewed afterwards, had assumed yoga names, 'a phenomenon I have since noticed at 
several sindios:G:hasbeen teaching 'at the'studio for around l!5years.'She was certifie,d 
. . 
through the center.;after practicing;forseveral years and developing . a borne practice "fromdity'" 
. . 
one:' As part of her training;ishehas'.fraveledto·Ittdia and attended Hindu servlces!Currently, . 
. she frequents a Cafuolic Chtirch,,;bntsays of.religion'\iti!ll'kind of'bleadsia. ";She'believes that . 
. . 
. the top two reasons,peopJe'begin yoga cIasses are first stre~s ,and,secondcelebriti~s(she 
ernphasizes·!the importanCClbf physical appearance). 
The otherinsttl.lCtor.at;this centermay 'have been just a bit older r(earlythirtles,perhaps) 




wanted to ;do "nice things" for "herself andibegan taking yoga classes. G>f,yoga,- she says 
"something resonates".and;after one abortedattemptaNeacher training;;she applied.to.a.program 
"at the last minute?'.;Likeher coworker, M's trainingtookher to India for·{5 months, 40f which 
) she .spent.atanashram,She·was raised Presbyterian but is·notreligious. Like much yoga 








my interviews, female customers trickle in and out of the· shop. 
I visited oneofG's .classes a few weeks later and found Satyananda Yoga slightly 
. ... . 
differentfromothetforms. The beginning·level.class was the most gentle that Iattended and we 
spent nearly half of the hour and 15 minute class laying on our backs and comph:ting gentle 
exercises (to increase strength and flexibility,as the brochure says). There was nO.music in out 
. . 
class, butthe1ightswerelow~dthe calm, soothing voice of the instructor would have been; 
overpoweredby .. additional music. Nevertheless, I could hear strains ofa Portishead:(British •. 
altemative~Rock band) album playirigin the next room where'presumably a more advanced.class 
) was taking place. The class was certainly relaxing and not physically .challengingfor me, though 
) 
) 
mOTe advanced clas.ses might offer a mOre rigorous practice. 
The.overaiI atmosphere created by this center was nne of cahn but·inrense dedication to 
yoga and thewayoflife that:seemsto beaipart of the yoga image. From.the variety.ofthe 
. ... .. . 
. merchandise.offered in the shop that adjoined the practice rooms, it was apparentthatthe center .. ' 
was not just a yoga studio, :butalsoa·business;and.one that certainly didnot·seem;tobe 
floundering. The combination of commercial products that have Eastem:Of New~Age 
associations with the yoga studio exemplifies the sort of pastiche described by Janiesonand .' 
might also be interpreted as the use ofOrientalist associations to foste]) consumption .. 
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In.quitea i'contras:t'10 G's class;:the class I attended at aVinyasa yoga studio was 
incredibly· physically challenging. The hour and :ahalfiOligPower Vinyasa class was difficu!tto 
· complete and left my muscles:aching, ClasSes were held iMiformer conferencef{)Om· alongside 
a fitness:center·thatwas part ofanapartment complex across the street from an llpscale:shopping 
inalL The fitness:centerwas;ina round'building positioned inthecenter:ofthe complex like the 
. . 
· hub ofawheel. The building seeiIledtobe~ former hoteland contained a bizarre miX of 
· amenities including a beauty saloit,eyeglass store, and resident services .. The class did not seem 
tobeincorporated int() the fitness center, and was labeh;da yoga studio: Onewall:of the room 
was fitted with windows and the opposite wall heldabankofinirr()rs. The space was outfitted 
· with candles andaromatherapy oils. Loud muSic played throughout the class and we were led 
. .' , 
through a seemingly endless series of strength and flexibility poses thatoftenTepeatedcWhen 
we were'fiillilly'ailowedto:fallonto our mats, truly sticky from sweat,theinsiru6toT turned·off' 
aUoftheIight~ ®d lit candles. As we lay on ,our backs, she guided usthroughineditation and . 
relaxation. 
The ilistructor was in her early thirties, 610nde,. and obviously fit. She wore a spandex 
, '.
tank top aitdtight:fittingpants. She encouraged us to stretch our limits:(literally!), The. students 
inthe cl~sscame not only :fr()m tIieapartments; but also from the surrounding neighborhoods. 
They were gen~rallyyoung, :and as a whole quite skilled and capabieof,completing'the difficult 
work"out, :ffelt areal sense of community inthisdass, :andithe,studentsasked ab()ut each" 
. ' 
other's lives and answered my.questionswithgoodhurnoLSSC wasoneof'the biggestclasses'I 
attended with 26students{4or 5 of them young men). Though this was a yoga studio, students 
were definitelyinterestedin.the physical benefits of the practice: 
'. . 






; [Vinyasa:instructors]havespentacoIhl?ined35. y,ears of studying,andrteaching 
various fitness disciplines, most recently applyingthejrpassion for yoga. They are 
most influenced by their study of Ashtanga;Jlyengar,:.cAllusara,.livamukti and; 
Power Yoga. [The. instructors] are proud to blend their knowledge Qf exercise 
science with Eastem traditiQns to bring you a creative and safe version of Power 
Yoga ... (www.cleveland.com) 






physical rigor that would ,tire even the most aerobically fit. 
. - . -
Two classes I attended at fitness centers dispensed with spiritual trappings 'entirely .. The 
first was beld aLa women's fitness center and was a combination ofY oga,Pilates\and aerobics. 
Core-strengthening exercises were taken from 'Pilates, while breathing and English.yoga names 
.' wereu~ed.There was .norelaxationat the end ofthis . .class. 'Though'most of·the ·lS.womenin 
. . 
'. the class.brought their own yoga mats, several were.relatively new toyogaoodthere were one.or 
twofirst"timers. The young female instructor teaches several other aerobics classes (6total each 
week), but als~,worksas a social worker. She has had no formal training, but was exposed to 
. yoga atayoung age.through her grandmother and has attended multiple workshops. She tailors 
her class to a group of students that is ofienineXperienced and lookingfor;afast"moving 
workout. She suggested that the increasing popularity of yoga is due to celebrities, tlie regimen's 
lowimpactnaturc,.;andweightloss'bene:6its .. Shesay,s,thatyogajust '~keep$getting·bi;gger" and 
thai'toLgetllenefits ITom'yogaior;Pilates,pnictitionersshould "stick with'it tosee.resUlts," 
'Irldecd, transformation.seems to have .beemathemein manyclasses:"Prac.titionersare' 
seekingsome Sort of change Lin their practice dfyoga. This can be seen in the survey resUlts with 
a vocabulary of physicalormentabtransformatiou. People who write "flexibility";under why 
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they practice yoga imply increasing flexibility. That 17.9%0f'those,whoOOswered,thequestion 
''what wowd,you,'Chang~'appended "«bautYoursetf'tothequestion .aIsoindicates,that yoga is 
often understood in ithe' context 'of tfansfol7lIlation. 
The class that was the least-yoga-likeof all of those 1 attended was also held at afitness 
center andcalledYogaConditioning, Onlyonestudent'otherthan myself brought. her own yoga 
. .. . . ' 
mat; others used pads from the gym. This was Inoreof a muscle~conditioningclassthan a yoga ' 
. class and we used weights and rubber bandS. Balance poses incorporated weights, and part of 
. tJ;te class included sit~ups.iSomeofthe moves were more challenging than those of other yoga 
classes, though they did not approach the difficulty of the SSC class. There was no meditation 
andvery minimaVrelaxation.Theclass wasaccompilnied·i;)Yfull lighting <Ul.d loud inusic: 'The 
instructor was a Lithuanianinimigrant and speaker offour languages; : She wascertified;to'teach" 
yoga:in Copenhagenwhere she owned a fitness school and.taught six classes each day including 
,aerobics, step, and Bodyflex. She traveled to the U.S. afterwinningaGreenC;u-d inthelattery 
and joined some relatives living in Ohio. She has taught yoga for approximately three years and 
also works as an,assistanttoDentaISurgery. A devautCatholic, sheattends,a,Lithuanian church 
in Cleveland each Sunday. 
But$ome,ciasses.atfitness .. centers:incorporiited,morevestiges:ofsprntuality,than;yaga.'· 
studios. Before attending:his iClass, I spoke;with,one'ofthe.tWomalejnstructors-i[encaunteredin . . 
mystudies.D.wasmiddle:aged withailllediunrbuild and.worespandexBhorts,'·HejHuminated 
some of the issuesTaisedhytyaga'sassociatian~ith,the New AgeMovement.D: was,never 
foimaILy certified,bufhas'taughtyoga forJwo years ,after practicing fortbree and being ,groomed 
3 S~e Glossary 
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· bytheformepinstructor:auhe fitnesscenter:wherd).'llOwteaches.· D.'is a'member of Unity;; a' 
'J New 'I'houghtreligion. New Thought is .notspecificaHy NewAge\·.bufD.:suggests.that Unity; 
shares some of the same vaIues,<such as ''the Heginnningof$l ;wisdom ~s:non,judgmeRf'; He .. ' 
· . 




. . '" .. 
Kundalini yoga caunot be properly practiced with outsome spirituaI element: However,' he says 
, ,-'.. 
that yoga, being "6,000 years old" does notfall in the New Age. The neW and shiny fitness 
center whereD. teaches primarily serves members of the busiaess community;, and there were a 
higher percentage of men in his class than in other classes I attended. Perhaps because the ' 
instructor is male, the class does not seem to be as feminized .. I might expect that members of . 
" . 
this center would be more interested in physical benefits from yoga, but surprisingly D. me~tions 
that these professionals are receptive to the "spiritual: elements" of his class.' . 
These elements include four-patl'Chantedohms at the beginning;ofthe class. The four 
partsare'ah-(from chest) ... oh .. ;mmm ... : [silence j'to be distinguished from typical three.part 
· Ohms:' oh ... mmm ... [silence]. "We performed a series of suri.salutationsduring which we were 
encouraged to "celebrate the sunlight." We repeated these in silence with closed eyes. During 
the class, D. suggested students-try to maintain an :teastern" instead of "western way of 
thinking.".:D., guided meditation in shavasana (pose lying on the;back);!taking Us ,into the sky to 
view our· problems relativistically; audbringing us backtoeaith with the ringingof;hand chimes. 
Throughoutclass,D.,played an album· called "Drums ofthe:Nation." 
AIlotheryoga:cIass 'at a golf and ,fitness center offered the' most elaborate relaxation 
rifu3.i Iexperienced. After'll very low impact class, students were instructed to puf on socks and 
sweaters to keep warm and lay an shavasana. The young, spandex-clad instructor with kohl 
.4 According to D."manY-me~bers ofUrtity aVQid tht::.#t1e Ne~ Age for its p~jo~ative-connotation~. 
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rimmed eyes . circled;the room, painting ,laveriaeFoil 'under'ournoses 'and,covering my ;sock ~ldss,," 
feeLWhiledoud, ,[eastefll 'musiQ,played;' snegave,us constantmstrnctions on breat.1-ting and:' 
,visualization;suggestitlg {iroriically:)cthatxwe· hecofllcone with the silence., ,ThecHlss. was.'held ,in 
Columbus at a. fancyfamily-orientedcenteninside a gated community.' "The 10ckeHoomswere 
fully stocked with everything from mouthwash to s]lFaYiOndeodorant. DUringruy very Short 
. conversation with the'instructor, she mentioned thatshe had notbeen formally certified for yoga, 
. . .... 
but was self taught and has attaimid an Intcgrative'\V ellness certification from a wholeness center 
in Columbus: ' "" 
One of the most unusual and challenging classes Iattendedwasat Bikram studio in an 
upscale area of Columbus; .. Bikram Yoga takes the name 'Of ,its progenitor, who beganteachingin 
India 30 years ago. and spread,hispractice of yoga as ,1;tealing all over,theworld: The instructor 
of the class in Columbus attended training with Bikraru in Los Angeles. Theasanasin,theclass 
resembled many of those I encountered in other classes, but there is a definite catch: the room , 
'was heated to around 1000 using flat ceiling heating panels an:d the temperature was maintained 
by shiny insulation of the type found in carwindowsonhotsummenhiys. Atowel and water 
. .. .' . . . 
. bottle ,were not onlyrecommended; but necessities ,as 'the hour and'abalfspent,inoPflressive beat . . , ' 
lefi:stndents,lookinglikethey':have just runamarathon'inAugnst. According to thestudio~s . 
literature, henefits of this practice include cleansing, improvedcircuiation, and l@osened . 
muscles. This cIass.wasalso unusual in that it was one of the more racially diverse that I 
attended. ,While alLbutoneofthe 15c18students were female, there weretwoblackflarticipants 
and'a large number of students thatappeared tobe, of South-Asian ·or Indian descent. The female 








:t\Jlother.interestingexperience occurred:aM class thatwas actually cancelJed;"ldecided 
to attend a class caHed "Sunday MDmingBliss"on a-day whenthe;entireColumbus.Area had 
been :subject to:severe winter stcimiwamings; Snow had fallencontinuouslythrollghoutthe day· 
turning the rQads ·into nothing less than treacherous. On the very careful drive across town, T 
told my companion, ''Noone tllseis going to be there!" I arrived. at Curves, a women's fitness 
• center, almost exactly at 11, the class time, and found seven -very chilly women·standIDgjnfront 
of the do OF· to the center awaiting the arrival of the instrnctor. Two of the olderwomeni~fta few 
minutes later to wait in the car, but after I explained my presence all but one·ofthose remaining 
agree/Ho fill out my survey, . Aiterwards, .. as the class was dispersing, of the. students commented 
'well;,thisisjust toobad!N owlneed to.g.ohomeand·doa.tape, but i1'eS Just notthe:sameF 
The students said that this class was,usuallymixed gender, "about halfandhalf:, but all 
seven peciplewho.came thismoming (not including myself or my companion) were female. 
Font were in their twenties and three were in late thirties through fifties; almost all had brought 
) sticky mats. Throughout tb,e,wait,wewatchedpeople come and go from the relatively busy 
saw .one:young women walkingthrough,the ,snow iUish0rtsanda university.sweats1iirt! The 
) dedicationoftheseo:women,t6'yoga classes;,and'of,themen,and:w.omenatWorlds:G;ym.40 
exercise showed the ritualistic and habitual importance of yoga or exercise in their lives. It 
wollld'bejnterestingtocompare the'percentages ofwho,habituaUy went tcl'iitness:centers.or 
yoga classeson.thatcoldSundaywiththepe)"centageofchurchgoers'who attended,services. 
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There were two classes that might 1;Je described as the meat and. potatoes (or/rather rice'" 
and lentils!) of yoga classes. Bothofthesestudioclasses were Iyengar style yoga and. 
incorpeJl!atedibllmkets; straps,·~oo·den{blocks,and;chnirs·toaidpra.ctitiollf;rscin-benefiting'the 
most from each -asaria,f[ will briefly rrelateiny experienteslltoNe of these, . a.0:leveland studi@-" 
insideca ·smaH"upscaie'shoppingcenter. Thetwo"foom,studio had wooden floors candwas;fiUed' 
beyond a comfortable capacity' -with'approximately 16students,thieeof wh()m were men .. There" . 
was a pregnant woman in the class,and she 'j:eceivedspecial instruction for each of the poses and' 
s0metiBles peiformed 'alternate activities;.Theinsb-uctor;K, was tranquil, but enthusiastic. She 
" , . 
wasbetween40and 50, fit and slender. She llotivatedthe class and helped usnavigate any· 
" . . 
problems we might behaving with the poses by highlighting her own wea1rnesses. Kr seemed to 
. showa-reatfaith·inthe'potentialof-yogain'people1si-lives".·Thech0sen asanas'were approached-,. 
with careful attention to 'deiail;,andKoffefedfmuch personalized attentioit:,She "Called 'every()ne . 
byname and,s1iggested thatifI attend class again I should wear shOOs.so she can moreellsily 
assess whatneedstobe adjusted inmy positioo. She uses more physical contact.in her teaching . 
- . .. . . 
than I have encountered before, and guides us intoposesthat mightbe difficult fora beginner. 
There wasino music dUring this class,andthereiaxation inshavllsana was basically 
siient,@hms{Ibelieve,threecpart)weresp0ken and.wefchanted ancl·sungin:Sanskrit. Thisdass' 
may n0t have ;heen ·the.most-challenging:or burnt-.the.most 'calories,and:there were no candles or 
chimes, butI.1;eally Ieamedsome .things.about:howto perf0rm the.clifferetitasanasin;thisclass .. 
My ll()stcomprehensivemterviewcame afier:a'pleasant, mild;class that.includedsofi 
music, chimes, candles, breathing,;and alengthy Telaxationlmeditationaicled"by ;herb-stuffed eye-









.. presence that hosted a very welcoming:class andiwasalso:theowner ofthe;studioiHer.oiasswas; 
held at a ehurchiin' a Cleveland . suburb,andafter sheraise!l,the lights postcrelaxation; :Limiocently 
asked;howishe,;becimie·involved in yoga. The remarkable' story she told me described a journey 
has spanned three.decades:andseveral continents. 
Her first ;exposnreto yoga·occurred ·at a youth hcistelinAfghanistan,during·a.·.post".college 
backpacking trip. Her travels landed herin\Japan wheresheattainedanMA in Linguistics and 
. was the first non-Japanese to graduate from acertain·prominent University; Shelived,ior several 
years.inJapan,wrote a book, and transbted for ABC News during the Tokyo EconcimicSummit. 
After returllingtheU.S.She uSed her Japanese language skills to pursue ajobinthebusiness 
. '- -" . . 
sector of New Y or,\( City/tyRer. stress increased as she climbed the Wail Street corporate ladder 
and eventually she had'and "identity. crisis". Sheibegantakingyogadasses at.a YMCA and soon 
decided to spend a.week's·vac~tion at:alarge.holisticicenterimMassachusetts.iHer stay was first· 
extended to :three months andshe rookupresiilencein thistommunal-living center; She lived 
there for eight years and during that time she became trained as ateacher. 
B. was raised in.Ohioand retumed there shortly afierleavingthe centerin Massachusetts.' 
She held her first classes at aUnitarianChurchand·soon opened a ycigasch()olwith 40 students. 
-J . Within.twcimonths,.shewas iteaching;:120,i,WithnnmbeFSi.intreasing;;S;·deve!oped;her.ewn· 
training program, registered under the Yoga Alliance,' and began the iflrstteacher~training·;. 
program in Ohio, She rented a larger yoga space and her studio resided there fodour years. 
With·Y0ga'tpoppmg·up;everywhere:'and.the market becoming;m0recompetitive,.!3 decided to 
.J simplify and minimize administrative tasks .. She gave up her.rented·space and moved her classes 
to her curren Vroom in·aPresbyteriancChurch. The .reverend is.astudent of her's, but she " 
identifies herself asa Unitarian. Shesays.not.all churchesihave;beellills welcoming.be~ause 
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manyview aCtivities !SUCll as yoga; tai! chi(and4<:arate as "antichristian. " 
. ilI'his'instructor dferedTealinsight'intothecnrrentpractice of'yogHi'by idescribing thei 
foHowingprogression of yoga in'thelJ:S, ''In·the sixties, she said, yoga'wasbillcc.blSi something 
mystical,in the realm of gurus, hippies, and Ram Dass.lntheseveIities,)Togacametone' 
accepted as "a viable health pnictice.Dl.Iring the eighties and. nineties, news of yoga spread via 
Word of mouth lllld''yoga [becameJ-confusedwithreligion." She repeated the now-familiar 
(forgive the expression) mantra: "[Yoga] i8not areligion. It's. a science,"anM'yogacan . - . . 
.. eri:tbrilceailreligions." Bl.lt,sheisaid,· "Itdoesn 't have to'resotHO being a fitness thing." -She' 
expressed skepticism about the-quality of classes atfitnesSl::enters; saying, "It'snotreally yoga." . - - .' 
! She aisonotedthat women are more likely toattendherc1asses.because they want to be 
"nurtured'? -and give' back to themselves :after . .spending so much time nurturing o.thers;" Men,. she 
claims;~have,a"'different way,ofprocessing,stress;'ian&prefer playingiracquetbalM:oivisiting 
with friends fortea andtalk,< She stressed, however,thatsoga is not merely a ':girLthing"and' 
thatphysicai and spiritual benefits extend to almost everyone. 
R has used her experience in business for yogaildministration and also engages in . 
corporate consultingf0f_employee stress manageIllent; . She has . studied Shiatsu massage, holistic 
. . 
health'm(:dication~,energy ibalancing" transcendental meditittioru,and ifive yearsofAikldo: . Shei is 
. also a macrobioticivegetarian,iii 
Lconc1lide itbisBection withla-summery'of.mytwo-hourinterviewwith_B.because her i, . . 
life, her class, and her:words speal<: so:weUtomany. of the issuesiI have grappled with during my 
yoga experiences. The next lllld fmal sectionwill detailsome:oftheseissuesand:attemptto 







) akin to meaning.·. 
n" " ,i.;,uISCUSSlon ,;-:; -""-
'. :; r~--: 
Thesignificantdifferences;between;.thereasollS for attending classes at yoga studios and; .' 
fitness centers indicate apopularawarenessiabaut the differentpr-omisesof yoga, My 
observations did not suggest a consistent difference in the spiritual of New Age content of studio . - -. - - . 
). and fitness classes. ,Wluit T did notice cwas'a.m@re careful attention to. form andcorrectpositi@n 
.in studio classes. Perhaps less oLa .farced dissociation between;yogaclassesandotherfitness 





Survey,resultsmight be drastically differentm aieas.ofAhe cOlllltry.withdifferent 
concentrations of religious backgrounds or occupations. Perhaps more ethnically diverse areas 
would also have generated different results. ,Ohio is also a rather conservative state,.which may 
. - .-' 
mean .the population is not as open to el>perimentation \yith ne\ymodesofspirituality. Whatever 
. . . 
. differences might be found elsewhere, sUI¥eysinnorthe.rn Ohio indic<.tte .that very fewpeop!e ... 
who attend loc!ll yoglj.dass.es fare 'doiugso forspjritual.reasollS; Many want results ·fromsome 
sortofprocess.of.transforrnation·.suchasreductiou.in ,stressorweightloss; (Heelas, Lau). The 
appeal of yoga. does. nat ,s.eem to be .. related ta;religiousbac~ground, suggestingthat~t;the; 
popularity of yoga indicates some failure of traditional religions, that failure is not localized in . 
one particUlar religion. Futureresearch,incorporatlng;in depth interviews. with participants in 




This study did not measure to what extent yoga students engage, in other practices; . 
associated with the New Age Movement, but values depicted in classes such as D.'s, and the 
location classes in stores that sell New-Age;prodnct~Mhdicate that there is still an association. ' 
Further support of this connection can be found in thevocabnlary used by the students 
, , themselves. Words such as"focus'>and"centering~~z'areey;rdence'ofthe penneation{descnbed 
by Hee1as)ofNew~Age concepts and values into mainstream Ameri~an culture. Because the 
sticky mat seems to have become a signifier for yoga inthissocietygrouped ,with yogadothing 
ljIld otheraccessories,and because hnstinctivel,ydevaluedtheyoga"ness.Gf1:he Yoga, 
, ' 
,Conditioning class upon entering the room andnoting>the'absence ,ofmats, •. the infusion of 
capitalism into contemporary practice 'of yoga is almost self-evident. ' 
So many forms of yoga are practiced inthe U.S. and combmed with each other ,almost 
" haphazardly ,that the classes that ,emerge could definitely be described as pastiche. However, I 
,found little evidence of nostalgiain'the yoga,dasses:' jIhe yogic tradition wasassutned·tobe , 
ancient, but the classes looked notbackwards;butforwards in the lives of the· students. 
,'·Oneaspect of yoga that scholarly literature seems to ignore is the impression that I 
, .' . 
received of arealyoga Cotru:hunity. Thereareutnbrellayoga sites online thatIinkinterested 
consumerS to classes aro11lld thecountiyanaeveti \theworld.'"1'heinstruclors Fspoke;with; ,', 
especially aryoga stUdios, knew onecanbther. fu:td were fami'liar with 1beyoga'backgrGund 'and 
teaching stylesoftherrpeer.s. R'halleven ·trained Gneor two oftlieot!ierinstrridors;With'whom 
I came ititO contact. 1n'fact, a few· itistl1..tctorSused'ineas'ilcollrier to sen'd\greetings mwntten·'., 
materials to others ill the area: ' ."---.: 
, , 
This·corillllunityiscertamly notblindtocurrent fituess'trendsm;yoga,ot {as was 








mixedfeetin. gsaboutbothof:theseissues .. 'B: made henl'osition.quite :clear,:but'another· . - - . - -
instructor who was attending the Iyengar-class. as a'Student noted that itdidnotmatter:why 
people startedpraeticing yoga and that the where was not even that important. She suggested 
thatif,celebrities and hope {or weight-lossintroducedrsome peopkto the -disciplinqtbey ,,' 
received theopportanity·to' experience something they might not otherwise andperhapslitwoiild 
'. . 
be something that changed their lives .. 
In closing, I print two excerpts from an incredibly comprehensive,incrediblywell-read, 
,. . - '. - . ",' . 
and incredibly biased pro-yoga website, that of the YogaResearch and EducationCenter. The 
. first is a description of the mission oftheYREC and the second is an advertisement for anYREC 
essay cOntest. 
1. YRECis dedicated to preserving the traditional te~chings of Yoga, which. are . 
the crystallization Df several thousand years of experimentation .and profound 
insight into the human condition. At a time when our collective moral and 
spiritualvisionis faltering, ilis clearly. importantto safeguard andll1ake .-
. accessible the precious yogic heritage: In addition, YREC is interested in 
exploring the physiological and psychological 'knowledge embedded in the Yoga 
tradition that can significantly aid.in our modem quest for health and wholeness. 
(http://www:ytec.orglyrec.html2002) 
. 2. On JanuaI)' 1, 2003, (YREC) instituted an annual awardof$1,008 for the best 
essay on Yoga ... This award is meant to countermand the current popular trend of 
reducing Yoga to fitness training. While fitness is valuable and the phySical 
exercises of Yoga positively iiffect one's physical health, the,realpurposeofY oga 
is to enhance one's spiritual life. Yoga is the theory and practice of systematic 
mind training in order to achieve inner peace, happiness, and freedom. : The topic 
for the 2003 award is: "Yoga and World Peace." 
http://www.yrec;org/essaycontest 2003.htrnl 
Though there has been a backlash in the yoga community against the rediiction.ofyoga to 
a fitness regimen, Orientalism still haunts contemporary manifestations of yoga in the United 




itself, aHeastf0Fthosewho practice itin;aWesterncontext,and that;Y0gastudentspractice;for . 
. many reasons add incorporate yoga into their liveS 'in diverse'ways.'I\erhapstosqllirm!too much 
under the. thinnb ohbsolutesisAo'miss,themessages;1:hatare;being sentby;these redefinitions 
. -.." _.".. 
and by the recreations of yoga: inourowD. image. and in the. purchasable image'0fwhat ,we would 





Glossary of Common Yoga Ternis5 . 
Types of yoga found in the Cleveland/Columbus area 
Hatha: most common fotm. "chances areJ:heteaeher jsoffering an eclectic blend of two or 
more of the styles described above." 







muchJonger. than' in other schools of yoga, sothatpractitioners can pay closeattentionto 
'the precise muscular and skeletal alignment this system demands" 
Kundalini Y oga"incorporates postures, dynamic breathing techniques, and chanting and 
meditating on mantras" 
Bikram: 'hot' yoga: 100 degree F. temp '~helps move the toxins out of your body" 
. . , - . 
Satyanan<fa: melding ofseveralforms, ,only2 outposts in the U.S. 
,- . -'" - - --
Vinyasa:"combines a series of flowing post:HFeswithrhythmic breathing" 
. Kripalu:"The three stages of Kripalu yoga,include:wilifulcpractice (a,foeus.onalignment, 
',' breath,and the ,presence of consciousness); willfulsurrender (a conscious holding of the 
postures to the level oholeranceand beyond;, deepening concentration all.d focus cif 
internal thoughts and emotions); and meditation in motion (the body's complete release of 
internal t,ell.sions and a complete trust in the body's wisdom to perform the postures and . 
movements needed brelease physical and mental tensions and entetdeep'meditation)." 
. . 
Pranayama: "controlled breathing exercises," often combined with other styles 
Ashtanga: style ofVinyasa,fashpaced,seriesofsequential postures!!," 
Pilates:Not yi}ga~;a series.ofexercises,c\esignedto improve'overall alignment, strengthen deep 
'. abdominaland back muscles, and encourage goodposture ... Smlle exercises are 
performedona floor mat,rothers ona variety,ofspeciaLPilatesmachines. iJ1J;e.system was ' 
.createdby Joseph Pilates, a Getmanphysicabfimess jIastructot",(5;okoloff 2001). 
Kirten: Singing of Mantras 
. Power Yoga: "Bender Birch's ..• Western spin to the practice of Ashtanga Yoga, a challenging 
and disciplined series oJ'poses designed to create heat and energy flow." 
Integrative Yoga Tberapy:"designedspecifically for medical and mainStream wellnesssettings, 
includillg hospitals and rehabilitation centers." . 
5 U~less otherwise noted, quote~ from Cook (2001) yogajoumalcom aCces~ed 5/)/03 
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Integral Yoga: "In addition to a gentle asana practice, classes also incorporate guided relaxation, 
breathing practices, sound vibration (repetition of mantra or chant), and silent 
meditation:' .. ,,, . . . . 
"The'Sanskritword yogwstems from the verbal rootyujllleaning 'to yoke' orftoillllte:' Thus, in' 
a spiritual context, yoga stands for "trllining' or 'illlitive discipline'." (Feuerstein 1996) 
Asana "("seat"): a physical posture", 
Ashrama' ("that where effort is made"): a hermitage; also a stage of, 
Life' ' . 
AyurVeda, Ayur-veda ("life science"): one of India's traditional systems 
, , ',' ·ofmedicine· '-, . ' '. 
Bhakti Yoga ("Y oga of devotion"): a major branch of the yoga tradition, 
, utilizing the feeling capacitY to:connect with the-ultimate Reality 
conceived as a supreme Person (utlama"purusha) 
Guru ("he who isheavy,weighty"):·a-spiritualcteacheji;-i;, ,,' .', ' ": 
Hatha Y-oga-("ForcefuIYoga"):amaj'ortJran'ch of;yoga/developed by , 
, - -Goraksha and other aeepts'c:l OOOC.E.,andemphasizing -the physical 
. -aspects' of the'transformative path,'rtotably postures (asana)and . 
cleansing tecliniques(shodhana), but alsO breath contr{\l{pranayama) 
Karma Yoga ("Y ogaof actiOlh: the "liberating path ofself-transcending 
Action 
Mantra (from the verbal root man lito thInk"): a sacred sound or 
phrase,isftchas oni;ihum,orom namahishivaya,thathas·a 
transformative effect on the Ill4ld of the individual rf?citing it;,to be 
iultiniatelyeffeetive;iamantraneeds,lto'\be-given':iFl1hn mitiatoIy ·context· ' , 
(dikshayc'iii;' ,. 
0m:theoriginalmaFltiasynibolizingtheultimateiReality,wh1ch is" ' 
prenxedtomanymahtric'litlerances· ' 
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